A reciprocating compressor is frequently used in the petroleum and petrochemical industries, its structure is complex, and multiple reasons for failure exist, of which more than 60 % occur in the valve. The ability to quickly and accurately find and diagnose the fault type for reciprocating compressor fault diagnosis is of great significance [1] . Due to the nonlinearity, non-stationarity, and multi-component coupling characteristics of reciprocating compressor valve vibration signals, using the traditional linear theory of signal analysis methods for fault diagnosis has more limitations, and it is difficult to effectively extract fault features. Consequently, these feature extraction methods based on nonlinear dynamic parameters, such as fractal dimension, approximate entropy [2], and sample entropy [3] , are gradually being introduced to the field of fault diagnosis. These methods can describe the nonlinear characteristics of vibration signals from different perspectives, but merely reflect the characteristics of vibration signals from a single scale of information.
INTRODUCTION
A reciprocating compressor is frequently used in the petroleum and petrochemical industries, its structure is complex, and multiple reasons for failure exist, of which more than 60 % occur in the valve. The ability to quickly and accurately find and diagnose the fault type for reciprocating compressor fault diagnosis is of great significance [1] . Due to the nonlinearity, non-stationarity, and multi-component coupling characteristics of reciprocating compressor valve vibration signals, using the traditional linear theory of signal analysis methods for fault diagnosis has more limitations, and it is difficult to effectively extract fault features. Consequently, these feature extraction methods based on nonlinear dynamic parameters, such as fractal dimension, approximate entropy [2] , and sample entropy [3] , are gradually being introduced to the field of fault diagnosis. These methods can describe the nonlinear characteristics of vibration signals from different perspectives, but merely reflect the characteristics of vibration signals from a single scale of information.
Multiscale entropy (MSE) is used by Costa et al. [4] and [5] and others to propose a nonlinear characteristics analysis method; it is a measurement method of the complexity and the random degree of time series under different scale factors. In the literature [6] to [8] , the MSE method is used to quantify and extract the characteristics of vibration signals in the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings and gearboxes. The results show that MSE can describe the complexity of time series and effectively distinguish the types of faults. However, when different time scales are derived by calculating the coarse-grained time series, the length of the time series will be shortened as the scale factor increases, resulting in an imprecise estimation of entropy or undefined entropy when the scale factor is larger, and the endpoint "Flying wing" phenomenon occurs. Therefore, this paper proposes replacing the commonly used meanaverage coarse-grained procedure with a moving-
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average coarse-grained procedure, which not only avoids the phenomenon of losing data after a coarsegrained procedure, but also greatly improves the accuracy of the algorithm. Aiming at the nonlinearity, non-stationarity, and multi-component coupling characteristics of reciprocating compressor valve vibration signals, it is feasible to calculate the modified multiscale entropy (MMSE) for the characteristic state description of reciprocating compressor valve vibration signal. The vibration signal of a reciprocating compressor valve contains a large number of random noise components; however, they are susceptible to the influence of the noise signal; when simply calculating multiscale entropy to process the vibration signal of a reciprocating compressor valve, it will directly influence the outcome of feature extraction. Therefore, it is necessary to pre-process the original signal for reducing or eliminating the noise disturbance before a further analysis [9] to [11] . Zhao et al. [12] and [13] applied the improved local mean decomposition (LMD) to process the different bearing clearance fault states of a reciprocating compressor. Multiscale morphological filtering (MMF) was put forward by Li et al. [14] to pre-process the vibration signals of planetary gearboxes before the fault extraction. Zhang et al. [15] and Bi et al. [16] utilized the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and frequency modulated empirical mode decomposition (FM-EMD) to pre-process the vibration signals of a gearbox with different faults in diagnosing and monitoring the conditions of the gearbox. In addition, ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) and other methods were used to pre-process the vibration signals [17] and [18] .
The variational mode decomposition (VMD) method [19] and [20] is an adaptive signal processing method, successfully utilized for extracting the fault features for nonlinear and non-stationary rub-impact signals [21] to [23] , the instantaneous detection of speech signals [24] and trends analysis of financial markets [25] . Therefore, a feature extraction algorithm in combination with VMD and MMSE can improve the accuracy of feature extraction.
For the MMSE eigenvalues, when the fault type and data are larger, the classification sensitivity and classification level of MMSE corresponding to the characteristics of different scales are different; if only to the MMSE eigenvalues are used to identify the fault type, the failure classification accuracy and precision are relatively low, it is necessary to optimize the MMSE eigenvalues. Therefore, a novel global distance evaluation (GDE) method is proposed to solve the problem of the optimal parameters. This paper combines the VMD-MMSE with the GDE algorithm, and proposes a fault feature extraction method based on the VMD-MMSE and GDE. The method was applied to the fault feature extraction of reciprocating compressor valve vibration signals, used to analyse different forms of valve failure, and a binary tree of support vector machine (BTSVM) was applied to different fault classification of valve fault, which provided a new method of fault diagnosis for a reciprocating compressor valve.
MMSE AND GDE PRINCIPLES

Multiscale Entropy
Sample entropy is the complexity and lack of rules of time series on a single scale. When sample entropy is gradually reduced, the similarity of the time series increases. When sample entropy increases gradually, the complexity of the time series will be higher. For multiscale entropy, it is on the basis of sample entropy; therefore, multiscale entropy shows the sample entropy of time series under different scales, reflecting the degree of complexity of the time series in different scales with the sequence indicated in multiple scales containing more information [6] . Therefore, in the analysis of multiscale entropy, measuring the complexity of time series should be chosen by sample entropy for analysis. The calculation process of multiscale entropy is as follows: (1 
(2) The time series is {x(i), i = 1, 2, ..., N}, calculated its SampEn and selected model dimension for m, similar tolerance for r, computing as follows [6] : (a) Set time series to a set of m dimensional vector:
(b) The definition of the distance between X(i) and
, which is one of the biggest in the corresponding element, namely 
Modified Multiscale Entropy
The traditional coarse-grained method is to compress the original time series by the scale factor τ in turn.
Since the original time series is a finite amount of data, as the scale factor τ gradually increases, the length of the coarse-grained time series decreases. While the original data length is not an integer multiple of the scale factor τ, it will result in the loss of partial data, and the emergence of the "flying wing" phenomenon, affecting the accuracy of subsequent algorithms. Therefore, a coarse-grained method based on the sliding average method is proposed for the coarsegrained original time series, which not only avoids the phenomenon of data loss after the coarse-grained series but also greatly improves the accuracy of the algorithm.
(1) The proposed MMSE method is as follows: Let P j ( ) τ represent the moving-averaged time series at a scale factor τ, calculated according to the following formula:
(2) The modified multiscale entropy of the time series after calculating the average coarse-grained time series is calculated:
1.3 Comparison between MMSE and MSE Simulation
Simulation Signal Analysis
In order to compare the MMSE and the MSE, respectively for different lengths of 1/f noise and Gaussian white noise signals are analysed, both the time domain waveform are shown in Fig As can be seen from Fig. 2 , firstly as the scale factor τ increases, the MSE and MMSE curves of white noise gradually decrease, the MSE and MMSE curves of 1/f noise tend to be constant, but the MSE curves of white noise and 1/f noise increase with the scale factor τ, specifically on a larger scale; the entropy fluctuation range is relatively large, while the MMSE curve changes more gradually with the increase of the scale factor. This shows that as the scale factor τ increases, the MMSE has a better consistency than the MSE to obtain a stable entropy value; secondly, when the data length N is greater than 2048, the MSE or the MMSE curves of different lengths of data have only a slight difference. Furthermore, the MMSE (or MSE) curve of the white noise decreases as the scale factor increases, indicating that the white noise signal contains important feature information only in the coarse-grained sequence with smaller scale; whereas the MMSE (or MSE) of the 1/f noise is small with a large change in the scale factor, and it tends to be almost stationary, and the entropy of the 1/f noise is greater than the entropy of the white noise in most scales. This shows that 1/f noise contains rich feature information and has more complex structural characteristics than white noise signals do.
To study the statistical stability effects of the MSE and the MMSE, the MSE and the MMSE analysis was performed on white noise and 1/f noise signals, and 200 groups of independent noise data were randomly generated. Each group of data contained 1000 data points. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 .
For the white noise shown in Fig. 3a , the mean values of the entropy calculated using the MSE and the MMSE are almost equal, but the standard deviation of MMSE is much smaller than the standard deviation of MSE, which shows that the MSE and the MMSE methods are almost statistically stable. However, the MMSE method provides more accurate entropy estimation than the MSE method does. For the 1/f noise shown in Fig. 3b , the MSE method causes undefined entropy when the coarse-grained scale is greater than 16, and the MMSE method calculates the entropy value for all coarse-grained scales. By comparing it with the MSE method, it can be seen that the proposed MMSE method is more effective in extracting different structural characteristics of white noise and 1/f noise and providing more accurate entropy estimation.
Valve Analog Signal Analysis
For the four states of the valve, 20 groups of twowhole-period data were selected, and the analysis methods in Section 1.3.1 were adopted to conduct MSE and MMSE analysis respectively, in which m = 2, r = 0.15SD. The results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As can be seen from Fig. 4 , as the scale factor τ increases, most of the MSE and MMSE curves of the four reciprocating compressor valve states gradually decrease, but only τ ≤ 3, the MSE and MMSE curves increase. The larger the entropy values, the more stable the curves are. However, the MSE curves of the four reciprocating compressor valve states increase with the scale factor τ; specifically on a larger scale, the entropy fluctuation range is relatively large, while the MMSE curve changes more gradually with the increase of the scale factor. It also turns out that the MMSE has a better consistency than the MSE to obtain a stable entropy value as the scale factor τ increases. Similarly to studying the statistical stability effects of the MSE and the MMSE for the four reciprocating compressor valve states, the MSE and the MMSE analysis was performed on 20 groups of the four valve states data were randomly generated. Each group of data contained two whole-period data points. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 5 .
For the four valve states shown in Fig. 5 , the mean values of the entropy calculated using the MSE and the MMSE are almost equal, but the individual values of the MSE and the MMSE is discrepant; in particular, the larger the scale τ, the greater the discrepancy and obvious fluctuation. Furthermore, the standard deviation of MMSE is much smaller than the standard deviation of MSE, which shows that the MSE and the MMSE methods are almost statistically stable. However, the MMSE method provides more accurate entropy estimation than the MSE method does. It can be seen that the proposed MMSE method is more effective in extracting the different structural characteristics of the four valve states and providing more accurate entropy estimation. 
Global Distance Evaluation Method
(2) The average distance between different class states 
among, φ mean for average sensitivity; th for the threshold. The scale features above conditions are selected as the sensitive features. Constitute the sensitive feature subset T1, and send it to BTSVM for the classification comparison.
FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD BASED ON MMSE AND GDE
A novel feature extraction method based on the MMSE and GDE is proposed, and its application for reciprocating compressor valve fault diagnosis is described in Fig. 6 . The method decomposes vibration signal by VMD, and then chooses a series of band-limited intrinsic mode functions (BLIMF) components including the main components of the fault information to reconstruct signal, quantitatively described by MMSE and GDE, and finally adopts BTSVM to identify fault type. The specific steps are as follows: 
FAULT DIAGNOSIS FOR RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR VALVE BASED ON MMSE AND GDE METHOD
In this study, the proposed MMSE and GDE method is utilized to extract the fault feature of the valve vibration data from a two-stage double-acting reciprocating compressor of type (2D12), as shown in Fig. 7 . The shaft power of reciprocating compressor is 500 kW, the piston stroke is 240 mm, and the motor speed is 496 rpm. The valve is one of the core components of the reciprocating compressor; its safe and stable operation is of great significance.
The 2D12 reciprocating compressor valve is a ring valve that is composed of a valve seat, a valve plate, a valve lift limiter, a spring, a screw, and a nut. Due to the long-term effect of the alternating load, the valve with periodic reciprocating motion is more prone to a failure. This paper mainly investigates three kinds of reciprocating compressor valve failures: spring failure, valve plate fracture, and valve plate gap. When the reciprocating compressor valve is abnormal, the performance of the vibration signal in the valve cover side direction will undergo a substantial change. Therefore, this paper extracted valve cover vibration signals as the analysis data.
A vibration-based measurement and analysis technique is an effective measure to monitor and diagnose fault states of machinery due to the abundant operational state information embodied in vibration signals. An experiment on valve failures states for the secondary valve was conducted in real working conditions. Three valve failures states (spring failure, valve plate fracture, and valve plate gap) corresponding to one less spring, the middle valve piece breaks, and a gap on the second and third rings of the outer ring number states simulated with the secondary valve cover side, were tested respectively using a Hubei UT3416 data acquisition instrument and integrated circuit piezoelectric (ICP) acceleration sensors placed on the top of valve surface to collect vibration signals. The position of sensor was marked with a red square in Fig. 7a , and the sample frequency is 5 kHz. The vibration signal collected by MATLAB software written programs was analysed. The vibration signals of four primary valve states are shown in Fig.  8 for two periods.
In this paper, the VMD method was employed to decompose the vibration signal of the reciprocating compressor valve faults; the parameters of the VMD method need to be determined, so the default mode number K = 2 and the bandwidth parameter α = 2000. In theory, the centre frequency of each BLIMF component after the VMD decomposition is distributed from low frequency to high frequency; when the K value is optimized, the difference between the centre frequency of the K th BLIMF component and the centre frequency of the (K-1) th BLIMF component is the biggest. Therefore, the best mode number K value is confirmed using the method of the centre frequency difference maximum. The vibration signals of reciprocating compressor valves are analysed to determine the modal number K value. The vibration signal of valve fracture failure as an example specifically, when K takes different values, the centre frequency of several BLIMF components obtained by the VMD decomposition is shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from Table 1 , when K = 4, the difference between the centre frequency of the fourth BLIMF component and the centre frequency of the third BLIMF component is 15953.9 Hz; when K ≥ 5, the difference between the centre frequency of the K th BLIMF component and the centre frequency of the (K-1) th BLIMF component is less than 15953.9 Hz. Therefore, it is considered that when K = 4, the best value can be obtained. This method is applied to the vibration signals of the four valve fault states, and the VMD parameters of the vibration signals of the four valve fault states can be obtained, as shown in Table 2 .
Fig. 8. Vibration acceleration in four reciprocating compressor valve states
Using the VMD parameters in Table 2 , the vibration signals of four valve fault states were decomposed by the VMD, then cross correlation coefficient of each BLIMF component in different valve states is respectively calculated in Table 3 . A reasonable threshold is given and the BLIMF component with the main state information is determined to reconstruct signal of each state. The cross-correlation coefficient of the first three BLIMF components of the normal state, valve plate fracture, and valve plate gap is greater than 0.3, and the cross correlation coefficient of the first four BLIMF components of spring failure is greater than 0.4. Therefore, in this paper, the first three BLIMF components of normal state, valve plate fracture, and valve plate gap, and the first four BLIMF components of spring failure were selected for signal reconstruction.
The MMSE values of the reconstruction vibration signals in different valve states were calculated, for which the mode dimension m = 2, the similar tolerance r = 0.25SD, the maximum scale factor τ max = 20. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10 , the MMSE values graphs are the same length of time within the scope of each fault vibration signal. In Figs. 9 and 10 , the MMSE values of each fault vibration signal decrease progressively with the increasing of scale factor from τ = 3, which indicates that the complexity of valve fault vibration signal is decreasing. The MMSE values of the normal state, valve plates fracture, valve plate gap and valve spring failure are represented by MMSE1, MMSE2, MMSE3 and MMSE4, respectively; in general, their size order is MMSE2 > MMSE4 > MMSE3 > MMSE1. However, the MMSE values of the latter part of Fig.  9 and the front part of Fig. 10 appear as overlapping phenomenon. If the calculated MMSE values are directly input into the BTSVM, the accuracy of the fault classification is relatively low. Therefore, the MMSE values need to be further optimized before being input into the BTSVM. The GDE method proposed in this article was used to perform the feature optimization, the assessment curve as shown in Fig. 11 .
The sensitivity on the different scales are different, and the larger the scale factor, the lower sensitivity in Fig. 11 , so set the threshold condition of th > 1.00. According to the definition of conditions, MMSE values of scale factor τ between 3 and 10 should be selected as a sensitive feature vector subset. Further evaluation is needed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method based on the MMSE and GDE method, and this paper introduces the binary tree support vector machine (BTSVM) method [26] to [28] to evaluate four valve fault eigenvectors. To test this, 150 eigenvector samples were selected from each valve fault, and 100 were taken as training samples, other 50 as test samples.
For the BTSVM, the radial basis kernel function was employed, and the kernel parameter γ = 3.52 and error penalty parameter C = 1.79 were optimized with the genetic algorithm; the results are shown in Table 4 . To compare the superiority of this fault recognition method, the same number of training and test samples was extracted by other three methods, including the VMD-MMSE and principal component analysis (PCA), the MMSE and GDE, and the VMD-MMSE, and then recognized using the BTSVM. The recognition results are also listed in Table 4 . The results show that the accuracy in each state and the total accuracy of the proposed method are better than those of three other feature extraction methods under the condition of the same finite number of samples. From Table 4 , we can clearly see that, by comparing the identification results of three methods, the feature vectors extracted by the VMD-MMSE and GDE and the VMD-MMSE and PCA are better than those achieved by the MMSE and GDE from the result of recognition rate, so it is necessary to combine the self-decomposition method with the MMSE for resisting noise interference and highlighted information extraction. Furthermore, we also see that the fault recognition rates of the MMSE without the GDE are lower than those of the proposed method, so it validates the necessity of using the GDE in this method. Through the comparative research above, the proposed method is the superior fault recognition method to diagnosis faults of reciprocating compressor valve effectively and accurately.
CONCLUSION
To satisfy the needs of reciprocating compressor valve fault recognition, from the perspective of fault feature extraction and optimal selection, this paper presents a novel fault diagnosis method based on the modified multiscale entropy and global distance evaluation, and it is applied for fault diagnosis of reciprocating compressor valve faults.
(1) In the proposed method, the VMD method was employed to eliminate the noise interference, which outperforms the traditional time frequency analysis method such as the EMD and Wavelet packet for the reciprocating compressor vibration signals. (2) After the vibration signal is reconstructed by the VMD method, a novel MMSE method provided with moving-average procedure by replacing mean-average coarse-grained procedure was developed for the vibration signals, which overcomes the obstacle of the conventional MSE yielding undefined entropy or an imprecise estimation of entropy by the large scale factor. (3) For the appearance of the MMSE eigenvalues overlapping phenomenon, the GDE method was employed to refine the final eigenvector, and it indeed has a higher recognition efficiency and accuracy. (4) This method was applied for the fault diagnosis of a reciprocating compressor at different valve states, and it demonstrates superior recognition results through the comparison with other feature extraction methods.
In this paper, the VMD method was used to denoise the vibration signal, the research on the preset decomposition scale has made some progress, and the modal-aliasing phenomenon is suppressed to some extent, but the method of selecting parameters is not adaptive. To understand how to suppress noise more effectively and adaptively suppress modal aliasing, further research is needed.
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